
The past decade has seen rapid progress in our under-
standing of cancer, although many mechanisms by which 
genomic and non- genomic factors contribute and inter-
act to initiate carcinogenesis, drive invasion and metas-
tasis, and enable the favourable conditions that facilitate 
cancer progression remain to be elucidated. Large inter-
national initiatives have been created to interrogate 
whole genomes, including those of many thousands of 
tumours from patients worldwide, in order to identify 
specific mutation patterns associated with particular 
causes of cancer (commonly referred to as ‘mutational 
signatures’). Prime examples of such efforts include the 
Mutographs study funded through the Cancer Research 
UK (CRUK) Grand Challenges initiative with a focus 
on five cancer types, and the Sherlock initiative led by 
the US National Cancer Institute (NCI) with a focus on 
lung cancer among never smokers. Such global collabo-
rative efforts have driven the science forward to identify 
and better understand causal factors, and to shed light 
on new opportunities to prevent cancer. As a result of 
these efforts, our understanding of the risk of develop-
ing cancer that is attributable to moderately and highly 
penetrant mutations in cancer susceptibility genes across 
different populations has also improved1. In addition, 
genome- wide association studies (GWAS) have led to 

the identification of single nucleotide polymorphisms 
that individually confer a small cancer risk but in com-
bination are associated with clinically relevant effects on 
cancer risk2–4. These discoveries can provide actionable 
information by enabling estimation of an individual’s risk 
of developing specific cancers with improved accuracy 
and, with important caveats, by offering oppor tunities 
to tailor (or ‘personalize’) guidance on how to reduce the 
cancer risk.

As the science of cancer genomics evolves and, with 
it, the potential to inform prevention practices, such 
as risk- reduction mastectomy for BRCA1 or BRCA2 
(BRCA1/2) carriers (primary prevention) and enhanced 
breast screening with MRI (secondary prevention), the 
effect that this information can have in reducing pre-
ventable cancer deaths globally is important to con-
sider. Nevertheless, with limited exceptions outside of 
the research setting, the clinical applications of these 
discoveries are available only in high- income countries 
(HICs) in which robust health care systems and financ-
ing can support the implementation of ‘precision pre-
vention’. Even in HICs, gross inequities exist in access 
to and use of clinical cancer genetics services, including 
tailored risk assessment and risk reduction strategies. 
Moreover, genomic medicine continues to suffer from 
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a lack of diversity in terms of the populations studied as 
well as the scientists who lead the research. These dis-
parities further limit opportunities for all to benefit from 
such discoveries5–8.

In this Review, we provide an overview of the relevant 
history and emerging frontiers of genetics and geno-
mics as pertains to global cancer prevention. First, we 
describe how genetic epidemiology studies are improv-
ing understanding of causal factors of cancer risk across 
populations. Second, we present an overview of progress 
in research on germline cancer susceptibility, followed 
by a discussion of the utility of mainstreaming cancer 
genomics in different public health contexts. Finally, we 
present a novel population health equity framework for 
the clinical translation of findings from cancer genomics 
and prevention studies in order to guide decision making 
for researchers, health planners and policymakers.

Genetic epidemiology of cancer
Cancers are diseases predicated on the existence of 
genetic and epigenetic alterations that disrupt key regu-
latory mechanisms of homeostatic functions such as cell 
growth and division, among others. Genomic alterations 
are necessary but insufficient for cancer to occur; a com-
plex interplay of genetic and non- genetic factors (includ-
ing environmental and/or lifestyle factors) determine the 
occurrence and nature of initiating events that destabilize 
the genome of a cell, and whether a given clone harbour-
ing a disrupted genome will display the uncontrolled, 
dysregulated behaviour that defines cancer.

The identification of causes of cancer and the sub-
sequent elimination (or reduction) of exposures to 
known cancer- causing agents are the foundations of 

cancer control. Cancer epidemiological research has 
been successful in identifying many major carcinogens 
related to lifestyle and/or the environment and thus 
~40% of the cancer burden in any HIC can be explained 
by known risk factors9,10. Tobacco smoking accounts for 
~50% of the known cancer risk; body weight, alcohol 
consumption, diet, exposure to occupational carcino-
gens and ultraviolet (UV) radiation, and physical inac-
tivity explain most of the remaining environ mental 
risk9,11. Simply implementing scientific knowledge 
about the causes of cancer at a societal level would 
have a substantial effect on cancer control. The pro-
gress in addressing the important role of tobacco as a 
cause of cancer in HICs, however, has hidden the lack 
of progress elsewhere. Indeed, only ~25% of the cancer 
incidence among non- smokers is attributable to known 
risk factors9. Nevertheless, cancer epidemiology sup-
ports that all common cancers are largely preventable, 
at least in principle. In fact, a cancer type can be com-
mon in a particular population and rare in another, and 
most common cancers have undergone large changes 
in incidence over time12. The only explanation for this 
variability is that the majority of cancers are caused pre-
dominantly by modifiable exposures, some known and 
some yet to be discovered. In 2015, the publication of a 
modelling study that revealed a correlation between the 
number of divisions of self- renewing cells and lifetime 
cancer risk (across 31 tissues of origin) renewed debate 
over the role of ‘bad luck’ in causing cancer mutations13. 
The re- emergence of this debate has muddied the waters 
on the preventability of cancer but we should not lose 
sight of the fundamental observation that the majority 
of cancers are, in principle, preventable14.

Epidemiology studies that have directly measured 
exposure to suspected risk factors have been instru-
mental in uncovering most of what we know about the 
causes of cancer; however, their success in identify-
ing new causes has been limited in the past few years. 
This lack of progress can be explained by the fact that 
important risk factors for cancer can be inter- related and 
difficult to separate (for example, nutritional exposures) 
and/or hard to measure accurately (for example, physical 
activity or exposure to air pollutants)15,16. Similarly, many 
environmental exposures are difficult to study in an 
epidemiological setting because they occur at low levels 
in some populations. Cancer genomics can enable the 
elucidation of environmental and/or lifestyle- related risk 
factors using a number of strategies. Herein, we discuss 
two specific approaches that have emerged in the past 
few years.

Mendelian randomization
Family studies have led to the identification of clini-
cally actionable moderate- risk and high- risk variants of 
cancer predisposition genes17–19. However, a substantial 
proportion of the familial aggregation of cancer remains 
unlinked to such variants as typically less than one third 
of the heritability can be attributed to known cancer 
predisposition variants for each cancer type (a problem 
referred to as ‘missing heritability’)10,20. In parallel, 
very large GWAS involving many tens of thousands of 
well- matched individuals with or without cancer have 

Key points

•	Technological	advances	in	germline	and	tumour	genomics	are	helping	to	drive	
progress	in	elucidating	cancer	causation	at	the	individual	and	population	level	and	
offer	new	insights	and	potential	opportunities	to	prevent	certain	cancers.

•	The	understanding	of	cancer	risks	attributable	to	moderately	and	highly	penetrant	
mutations	in	cancer	susceptibility	genes	across	different	populations	has	also	
improved,	and	genome-	wide	association	studies	have	led	to	the	identification	of	
single	nucleotide	polymorphisms	that	individually	confer	a	small	cancer	risk	and	in	
combination	are	associated	with	clinically	relevant	effects	on	cancer	risk.

•	In	practice,	taking	cancer	genomics	data	to	the	clinic	remains	challenging	even	within	
some	high-	income	country	settings	owing	to	factors	including	inequitable	access		
and	use	of	limited	genetics	resources,	particularly	among	minority	ethnic	and	cultural	
populations;	the	disproportionate	contribution	of	genomic	data	from	largely	
European	populations	also	limits	the	degree	to	which	such	information	is	
generalizable	to	other	populations.

•	Optimal	strategies	to	identify	individuals	at	(high)	genetic	risk	for	cancer	are	currently	
being	debated,	with	evidence	increasingly	supporting	the	adoption	of	population-		
based	genetic	testing	for	individuals	with	certain	cancers.

•	The	evidence-	to-	policy	gap	in	cancer	genomics	is	both	deep	and	wide;	the	efficiency	
by	which	knowledge	generation,	integration,	and	dissemination	can	ultimately	lead	
to	better	population	health	can	be	improved	through	high-	quality	implementation	
research.

•	While	genomics	can	contribute	to	the	pursuit	of	global	health	equity	through	the	
open	exchange	of	information,	expertise	and	technology	between	countries	of	all	
income	levels,	this	goal	will	only	be	possible	if	it	is	integrated	with	the	broader,	societal	
understanding	of	the	utility	of	cancer	genomics;	an	equity	lens	must	be	applied	
throughout	the	translational	research	continuum,	ensuring	adequate	representation	
in	research	studies	of	all	major	world	populations,	and	ethnic	and	cultural	groups.
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revealed additional gene variants that increase cancer 
risk. The largest of such studies illustrate the success of 
these analyses in identifying common genetic variants 
with a modest effect on cancer risk, usually modifying 
risk by ~10–20%21–28 (Table 1).

Nevertheless, the findings from these studies do not 
explain most of the familial risk of common cancers. 
For example, all known cancer predisposition variants 
account for only ~4–23% of all breast, prostate, lung and 
colorectal cancers (10–22% of these cancers are familial, 
depending on the cancer site), thus indicating that other, 
possibly rare, genetic susceptibility variants remain to be 
discovered, including in non- coding and/or regulatory 
regions of canonical genes29,30. The primary aim of these 
genetic studies has been to improve understanding of 
disease biology and perhaps inform treatment strategies, 
but they have also provided data that have been used to 
elucidate non- genetic causes of cancer in what has 
been termed a ‘Mendelian randomization’ approach31. 
A detailed description of this approach is beyond the 
scope of this Review; herein, we provide a brief over-
view with examples. The random assortment of alleles at 
conception has been likened to a randomized controlled 
trial in which people are randomly allocated to different 
genotypes rather than interventions. Indeed, Mendelian 
randomization enables unbiased comparisons on the 
basis of genetic variation. When a gene variant or even 
a set of gene variants (G) seems to be associated with a 
particular exposure (X), G can be used as a proxy of X to 
study whether it is one of the causes of a particular cancer 
(Y). Non- genetic confounders (C), that is, confounding 
factors that are related to both X and Y, do not affect 
G and therefore Mendelian randomization estimates, 
while an observational study might reveal an associ-
ation between X and Y, which could be affected by C 
(Fig. 1a). For example, researchers might observe an asso-
ciation between obesity and a particular cancer, but this 
link might be explained by confounding owing to other 
potential common factors, such as a lack of exercise or a 
poor diet. Observational studies can attempt to control 

for these confounding factors, although such control 
might be only partial or non- existent if the confounder 
has not been measured or identified. The difficulty in 
separating out these effects is one of the major challenges 
in epidemiology and one of the main reasons why epi-
demiology studies sometimes lead to erroneous conclu-
sions. In addition, observational studies are susceptible to 
different biases, including reverse causation bias (when 
early- stage disease has an effect on various exposures) 
and measurement bias (resulting from differing exposure 
measurement errors between individuals with and with-
out cancer)15. A classic example would be the association 
between foods rich in β- carotene and lung cancer, which 
was observed in multiple observational studies but was 
not replicated in large randomized studies of β- carotene 
supplements32.

Studying the association between a gene that is 
known to influence a modifiable exposure and cancer 
risk might generate more informative results than those 
from studies of direct associations between exposures 
and cancer as the gene is unlikely to suffer from the same 
confounding as the actual exposure, and various biases, 
especially reverse causation and measurement biases, can  
be minimized or even completely ruled out. For exam-
ple, the main gene that influences obesity is FTO33. 
Variants in this gene are unlikely to be associated with 
other factors, such as social status, physical activity or 
alcohol consumption, which are all described to affect 
the risk of obesity. Furthermore, whereas early- stage 
cancer might affect the patient’s weight, it cannot alter 
genes that influence weight, thereby ruling out the pos-
sibility of reverse causation bias. Thus, results from 
studies of the association between certain FTO vari-
ants and cancer would provide more convincing proof 
of causality than epidemiological studies with other 
designs. Indeed, >900 independent single nucleotide 
polymorphisms have been shown to have some effect 
on obesity34. These variants have be used to generate a 
weighted genetic predictor of obesity, and this genetic 
proxy for obesity, commonly referred as a genetic instru-
ment, has been evaluated in relation to a variety of com-
mon cancers using cancer GWAS results and two- sample 
Mendelian randomization methods, revealing a strong 
causal link between obesity and cancer usually greater 
than the effect previously seen in epidemiological 
studies35,36 (with ORs 1.05–1.50)37. These results suggest 
that researchers might have underestimated the effect of 
BMI on the risk of many common cancers.

Mendelian randomization studies can be informative 
in a number of settings. Among the situations that par-
ticularly benefit from Mendelian randomization analyses 
are those in which the exposure is difficult to measure. 
For example, a history of diabetes and insulin resistance 
is a suspected risk factor for numerous cancers, includ-
ing pancreatic, renal and colorectal cancers38. However, 
evaluating this causality in large population cohorts is 
difficult, especially in the absence of the collection of 
fasting blood samples. Conversely, the genetics of insulin 
resistance has been clearly identified through large stud-
ies involving individuals with diabetes39, resulting in 
gene scores associated with increased insulin resistance. 
The application of gene scores as a genetic instrument 

Table 1 | genome- wide association studies of common cancers

Tissue of origin individuals involved (n) genetic loci 
identified (n)

Ref.

Breast 147 ,183 with cancer

130,749 without cancer

214 22

Prostate 79,194 with cancer

61,112 without cancer

148 23

Lung 29,266 with cancer

56,450 without cancer

18 24

Colorectum 58,131 with cancer

67 ,347 without cancer

95 25

Ovary 29,396 with cancer

68,502 without cancer

12 26

Pancreas 11,777 with cancer

17 ,248 without cancer

23 27

Kidney 10,784 with cancer

20,406 without cancer

13 28
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for insulin resistance to genetic data from large series 
of individuals with or without cancer have highlighted 
insulin resistance as a potentially important risk factor 
for both renal and pancreatic cancer40,41 (Fig. 1b). These 
studies illustrate two key roles of Mendelian randomi-
zation: to help elucidate whether or not an association 
is truly causal and to identify novel cancer risk factors.

Mendelian randomization studies are not without 
problems, including the potential for genes to have mul-
tiple effects (that is, pleiotropy), many of which remain 
unknown42. Nevertheless, we have already discussed 
that Mendelian randomization overcomes important 
sources of bias that arise from direct assessment of 
the actual exposure and, in general, biases associated 
with Mendelian randomization studies are likely to be 
diffe rent from those of studies with other designs. This 
observation raises the idea of triangulation, an approach 
that involves using different study designs to evaluate a 
hypothesis and drawing conclusions from the totality of 
the evidence43. For example, a study published in 2017 in 
which ~77,000 adults in the USA provided information 
on vitamin use revealed a surprising association between 
the use of vitamin B12 supplements and an increased 
risk of lung cancer44. A subsequent study reported an 
increased risk of lung cancer associated with genes that 
influence circulating vitamin B12 levels both in a large 
genetic dataset and in 20 prospective case–control 
studies in which such circulating levels of this vitamin 
had been measured45, supporting a role for vitamin B as 
a causal factor.

In summary, Mendelian randomization studies pro-
vide an alternative method for identifying possible causes 
of cancer that could be preventable. This design enables 
some of the known biases of observational studies to be 

avoided, and is likely to become more widely used in 
the near future owing to the increasing availability of 
genomic data from large population cohorts.

Mutation signatures
In parallel with the increasing availability of data on 
germline DNA variation and specific cancer risks, large 
international efforts have greatly expanded the avail-
ability of somatic genome sequencing data for multiple  
cancers types, including the Cancer Genome Consortium  
and the International Cancer Genome Consortium46. 
These initiatives also provide important opportunities 
for understanding cancer causality. Researchers have 
long suspected that mutation signatures are associ-
ated with particular causes of cancer. Initial studies 
of patient- derived tissues were focused on mutations 
in TP53 and revealed that UV- induced squamous cell 
carcinomas of the skin commonly harbour cytosine to 
thymine mutations, either of a single base (C>T) or two 
bases (CC>TT)47. Similarly, non- small cell lung carcino-
mas frequently harbour C>A mutations48. These patterns 
were confirmed in experimental in vitro models of UV 
radiation- induced or tobacco- induced carcinogenesis, 
respectively, thus providing important evidence about 
causality of specific carcinogens49,50.

Whole- genome or whole- exome sequencing of 
tumours has massively expanded the amount of publicly 
available information on cancer mutations. The latest 
analyses of whole- genome or whole- exome sequencing 
data, published this year, involved ~24,000 patients with 
cancer (encompassing 91 cancer types and harbouring 
>84 million somatic mutations)51. These analyses resulted 
in a catalogue of mutation signatures across virtually all 
cancers, including signatures based on single- base or 

Exposures with a genetic component 
can be studied with MR

Cancer type (Y) SNPs (G)

Individuals
with 
cancer (n) Ref.

MR estimateMR studies for fasting insulin (X)

OR (95% CI)

Individuals
without 
cancer (n)

Renal cell carcinoma 17 10,784

7,110

20,406

7,264

40

4117Pancreatic cancer

MR is not affected by 
non-genetic confounding

G X Y
Genetic
variants

Exposure Cancer Genetic
variants

Exposure

Confounders

Cancer
G

C

X Y

a  

b  

1.82 (1.30–2.55)

1.66 (1.05–2.63)

1 2 31.5 2.5

Fig. 1 | Mendelian randomization approaches in cancer genomic studies. a | Directed acyclic graph showing the causal 
relationships (arrows) in a setting when Mendelian randomization (MR) methods can be used to estimate the potential 
causal effect of a particular exposure ‘X’ (dashed arrows) on the risk of a particular cancer ‘Y’. The presence of non- genetic 
confounders of the exposure–cancer relationship ‘C’ that might bias the estimates of this relationship in observational 
studies does not typically affect MR estimates because the gene variant or a combination of gene variants ‘G’ associated 
with X is unlikely to be affected by C. b | Studies investigating genetic predisposition to insulin resistance in relation to the 
risk of cancer highlighted the importance of fasting insulin as a potential risk factor for both renal and pancreatic cancer. 
SNPs, single nucleotide polymorphisms.
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double- base substitutions (49 and 11 signatures, respec-
tively), four signatures of clustered- base substitutions 
and 17 signatures based on small insertions or dele-
tions. Some of these signatures are known to be caused 
by specific environmental exposures other than tobacco 
or UV radiation, including aflatoxin, aristolochic acid or 
specific chemotherapeutic agents, whereas others have 
been linked to endogenous processes, such as different 
defects in DNA repair or APOBEC- mediated cytosine 
deamination. Some mutation signatures can also have 
therapeutic consequences; indeed, targeted agents for 
the treatment of cancers that have mutation signatures 
associated with defective homologous recombination 
repair linked to BRCA1/2 aberrations are being adopted 
in routine clinical practice52. Overall, however, many of 
the proposed signatures are not currently associated with 
known carcinogens or endogenous processes. A com-
prehensive analysis of mutation signatures across cancer 
types has the potential to greatly expand our know ledge 
of cancer causality. One example is an analysis of samples 
from ~1,700 children with cancer, with results published 
in 2018, in which a UV radiation exposure signature 
was detected in eight of 689 patients with B cell acute 
lymphoblastic leukaemia53. The validity of this finding 
is supported by epidemiological evidence from a study 
using a geostatistical model to evaluate exposure 
to UV radiation and from a case–control study54,55.  
In another striking finding, a mutation signature known 
to be caused by exposure to aristolochic acid has been 
reported to be present in 12 out of 14 patients with renal 
cancer from the Balkans56 as well as in patients with 
liver cancer throughout Asia57; identifying the source of 
this exposure is clearly a public health priority.

Several large international programmes have been 
initiated with the aim of performing whole- genome 
sequencing in thousands of individuals with cancer for 
whom information on exposure history is available, as 
well as experimental work to further characterize expo-
sures that are linked to mutation signatures. These efforts 
will likely provide numerous clues to the causes of cancer, 
similar to those described, in the near future. Relevant 
initiatives include the Mutographs (CRUK) and Sherlock 
(NCI) initiatives. These large mutation sequencing efforts 
are at early stages, and the extent to which the identifica-
tion of mutation signatures can help to reveal unknown 
causes of cancer remains unknown. However, characteri-
zation of tumour genomes across populations at a high 
or low risk of developing specific cancers has enormous 
potential to help identify the underlying characteristics 
that drive such differences in cancer risk. Such studies 
might also enable causes of cancer to be ascertained at the 
individual level with a high degree of accuracy, and even 
provide insights into the period in tumour progression 
during which specific exposures were involved58.

Germline markers of risk in the clinic
Multigene panel testing
The discovery of BRCA1/2 in the mid-1990s launched the  
era of clinical cancer genetics, beyond the purview of 
the research setting59,60. Genetic counselling and testing 
for high- risk, and subsequently moderate- risk, cancer 
susceptibility genes to guide risk- reduction approaches 

and clinical management is now commonplace in many 
HICs. However, access to cancer genetics services is 
uneven and reflects profound inequities in cancer pre-
vention and control and, more broadly, health dispari-
ties6,61–65. For example, McCarthy et al.61 reported a 
population- based study in two US states, which showed 
that, among 3,016 women diagnosed with breast can-
cer in 2007–2009, Black women were 40% less likely to 
undergo BRCA1/2 testing than white women. Moreover, 
the disparity persisted, albeit attenuated, after adjust-
ing for clinical and sociodemographic factors as well 
as attitudes towards genetic testing (OR 0.66). A 2020 
report on disparities in risk assessment and referrals 
for Black and white patients with breast cancer showed 
that referral rates for patients who met criteria from the 
US National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) 
criteria varied by ethnicity and employment status, with 
only 75.7% of Black non- Hispanic patients versus 92.7% 
white non- Hispanic patients referred. Before the 2010s, 
in settings where clinical cancer genetics services were 
available, risk assessment frequently included multiple 
rounds of single- gene testing with long turnaround 
times, and were therefore costly66,67. In the USA, and 
increasingly in other HICs, multigene panel testing 
(MGPT) has now become the standard procedure in 
clinical cancer genetic assessments, in part owing to its 
cost effectiveness, speed and efficiency68–74. Since the 
incorporation of MGPT into clinical practice in 2012, 
technological advances, including improvements in the 
bioinformatics pipelines for variant calling and inter-
pretation, have been rapid and costs have decreased 
substantially67,75. In addition, syndrome- specific testing 
(for example, STK11 for Peutz–Jeghers syndrome) was 
more common in the past and, as such, the selection 
of genes to be tested for a given patient would tend to 
include only one or two highly penetrant genes. As a 
consequence, a negative genetic test might have missed 
a moderate or low penetrance variant, thereby under-
estimating the proportion of cancers attributable to 
genetic predisposition76–78. Substantial phenotypic over-
lap exists among carriers of different mutated genes; 
MGPT has enabled researchers to address this together 
with genetic heterogeneity of hereditary cancer syn-
dromes. For example, breast cancer is common among 
women with a germline BRCA1/2 mutation, as well as in 
those with mutations in PALB2, TP53, ATM or CHEK2,  
among others. Furthermore, the fact that BRCA1/2 muta-
tions account for only ~50% of the identifiable germline 
cancer predisposition variants has become clear73,79.  
Among women with breast cancer, germline pathogenic 
variants in genes other than BRCA1/2 are most com-
monly observed in CHEK2, ATM and PALB2, corre-
sponding to approximately 11.7%, 9.7% and 9.3% of all 
variants, respectively73.

Implementation challenges in the USA
Although MGPT increases carrier detection rates by 
~4–6%67, its rapid implementation has raised con-
cerns regarding its readiness for widespread use. The 
increasing number of variants of uncertain significance 
being identified80,81, discrepancies with variant inter-
pretation and reclassification across laboratories80–83, 
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the questionable clinical utility of many genes with 
unproven causality included on large panels80,81, and 
problems with health insurance coverage and reim-
bursement remain areas of concern for clinicians order-
ing MGPT80–84. Questions also remain regarding the 
optimal strategies for managing incidental findings80,85, 
informed consent80, and the availability of appropriate 
pre- test and post- test counselling80,86. Despite these 
concerns and gaps in knowledge, with the increasing 
use of MGPT clinicians must be prepared to interpret 
and advise patients regarding results that are sometimes 
incidental and might be inconsistent with (and there-
fore cannot explain) a phenotype (that is, a personal 
and/or family history of cancer). Such scenarios can 
have important implications for individuals and their 
families. Initial penetrance estimates and related clini-
cal management recommendations were made using 
data from affected patients with clear family histories 
of cancer87. In patients recruited from specialized can-
cer risk assessment (‘high- risk’) clinics with a relevant 
personal and/or family history of cancer, cancer risks 
are close to those original estimates88. For example, the 
results of some large retrospective studies have shown 
that the risk of breast cancer is similar for BRCA1/2 
carriers with and without a family history of cancer89,90; 
however, a large prospective study of BRCA1/2 mutation 
carriers revealed that cancer risk was dependent on the 
individual’s family history of cancer and the mutation 
location91. The true penetrance in carriers of pathogenic 
variants in genes other than BRCA1/2 remains largely 
unknown, particularly for variants not clearly associ-
ated with the mutation- related phenotype and/or those 
identified through population- based approaches. This 
uncertainty makes counselling to guide an informed 
risk- management discussion challenging, especially 
when prophylactic surgery is an option. A salient exam-
ple is CDH1, a gene associated with hereditary diffuse 
gastric cancer. Carriers of any CDH1 variant proven to 
be pathogenic are usually recommended to undergo 
prophylactic gastrectomy, a procedure associated with 
considerable morbidity92. The lifetime cancer risks asso-
ciated with this variant had been previously estimated as 
~70% in men and ~83% in women93, but a study pub-
lished in 2019 reported these risks to be ~42% in men 
and ~33% in women, raising the question of whether all 
carriers should be offered risk- reducing surgery78.

The debate on population- based testing
The utility of population- based genetic testing for cancer 
susceptibility has been hotly debated for several years94, 
mostly in HICs, and might have reached a tipping point. 
In support of this view, growing evidence suggests that 
testing remains vastly underutilized worldwide, espe-
cially in the USA95–99, and patterns of use reveal dif-
ferences in uptake among ethnic groups, potentially 
widening existing cancer disparities61,100. Of note, popu-
lation testing for genetic predisposition has long existed 
for some childhood- onset conditions, for which early 
detection and proper intervention can be lifesaving, in 
newborn babies94,101. The NCCN already recommends 
genetic testing for all individuals with ovarian, pancre-
atic or advanced- stage prostate cancer, regardless of age 

at diagnosis, ethnicity or family history102. For women 
who harbour cancer- predisposing mutations in either 
BRCA1 or BRCA2, the lifetime risk of breast cancer is 
~70%, and the risk of ovarian cancer is 44% and 17% 
for BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers, respectively91. 
The effect of early detection and prevention in terms of 
mortality from breast, ovarian or fallopian tube cancer 
is evident103–105. However, Childers and colleagues98 
estimated that among ~1.5 million persons eligible for 
genetic testing in the USA, only 14.7% and 23.3% had 
such testing in 2005–2010 and 2015, respectively, leaving 
~1 million individuals untested. In addition, Beitsch 
et al.96 reported in 2019 that ~50% of patients with 
breast cancer and a clinically actionable pathogenic or 
likely pathogenic (P/LP) germline variant did not meet 
the NCCN criteria for referral to genetic testing. Their 
study and another one involving women with breast or 
gynaecological cancer96,106 found a similar presence of 
P/LP variants among individuals who met NCCN testing 
criteria (9.4% and 10.5% in each study, respectively) and 
in those who did not meet such criteria (7.9% and 9.0%, 
respectively). A re- analysis of the data from Beitsch et al., 
considering only variants in genes with a proven asso-
ciation with an increased breast cancer risk, reported a 
prevalence of P/LP variants in patients meeting and not 
meeting NCCN genetic testing criteria of 6.5% and 3.8%, 
respectively107, suggesting that current guidelines ‘reaso-
nably’ enable the identification of high- risk patients. Yet, 
in response to the publication by Beitsch and colleagues, 
the American Society of Breast Surgeons published a 
statement in 2019 recommending that MGPT is offered 
to all individuals with a personal history of breast cancer, 
and stated that those who had been previously tested 
might benefit from updated testing108.

A simple question lies at the centre of this debate: 
what are the purposes of cancer genetic testing? One is to 
equip individuals who already have cancer with poten-
tially actionable information — that is, to treat an exist-
ing cancer and/or prevent a future cancer. A second aim 
is to inform unaffected relatives who can then choose to  
undergo counselling and testing, a process referred to as 
‘cascade testing’, in order to prevent the occurrence of 
or mortality from a preventable cancer. Cascade test-
ing is predicated on the assumption that unaffected 
indivi duals, on learning about their risks, will (mostly) 
take advantage of tailored risk- stratified prevention 
strategies, such as enhanced screening protocols, sur-
gical prophylaxis and chemoprevention109. However, 
the tradi tional approach to identifying families with 
P/LP variants for the purpose of finding and notifying 
unaffected individuals at high risk has not been as suc-
cessful as anticipated110,111, owing to a variety of factors 
including costs and insurance coverage (for example, 
for testing of unaffected relatives)110, perceptions about 
the duty to inform relatives, concerns about guilt in 
passing on risk to offspring, related communication 
barriers111–113 and restrictions on direct communication 
between providers and at- risk relatives110,112. Cascade 
testing rates are estimated to be as low as 20–30%110,114 
for eligible first- degree relatives. Also, some experts 
have suggested that the identification of high- risk 
individuals only after a cancer diagnosis constitutes 
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“a failure of cancer prevention”95. At the same time, as 
patient- initiated testing and direct- to- consumer testing 
is gaining popu larity, particularly in North America, 
concerns are being raised regarding informed consent, 
the potential for misinterpretation of results and sub-
sequent inappropriate clinical management115–117. Such 
concerns led to the publication of position statements 
from the American Society of Human Genetics118 and 
the National Society of Genetic Counselors119, advising 
that results from direct- to- consumer testing are reviewed 
by a genetics professional, and that test results are vali-
dated in a clinical, Clinical Laboratory Improvements 
Amendments- certified laboratory. The USA Preventive 
Services Task Force (USPSTF) 2019 recommendation 
statement relating to BRCA1/2- mutated cancers120 high-
lights the (heretofore) missed opportunity to extend 
counselling and testing in the USA, at least with regard to 
BRCA1/2 mutations. They present a grade B recommen-
dation (associated with moderate to substantial benefit) 
that primary care practitioners use a familial risk assess-
ment tool3,121–128 to estimate the likelihood of carrying a 
BRCA1/2 P/LP variant for all women with a personal or 
family history of breast, ovarian, tubal or primary peri-
toneal cancer or for those with an ancestry associated 
with P/LP variants in BRCA1/2 (such as an Ashkenazi 
Jewish ancestry)129. The USPSTF also present a strong 
(grade D) recommendation discouraging the use of 
routine risk assessment, genetic counselling and testing 
for women without a personal and/or family history or 
ethnicity that suggests a BRCA1/2 P/LP variant120.

Polygenic risk scores
Several commercial genetic testing laboratories in the 
USA have added polygenic risk scores (PRSs) to their 
genetic test reports, mainly to better predict lifetime 
risks and guide risk management for breast cancer, but 
also for prostate cancer, with additional PRS data likely 
to be included for other cancer types in the future3,122. 
In the case of breast cancer, a PRS might provide life-
time risk estimates in certain patients similar to those 
associated with a single moderately or highly pene-
trant germline mutation in a susceptibility gene (in the 
absence of such a variant) or they might substantially 
modify risks predicted by a germline variant (in the pre-
sence of such a variant)2,69,130,131. Risk models that incor-
porate family history as well as age, anthropomorphic, 
reproductive history and other breast cancer risk factors 
have been widely available for more than two decades.  
The results of a validation study of the 10- year perfor-
mance of four such models130 revealed strengths and 
limitations of each, and the authors suggested that 
hybrid models incorporating predictive scores of the 
best performing family history model plus PRSs might 
further improve accuracy88.

At present, PRSs are subject to the same biases that 
affect virtually all clinical genomic information, includ-
ing that of the limited ethnic diversity of the data used 
in their development132–134. Indeed, while the research 
outlined in this Review is relevant to global efforts in 
cancer prevention, an important caveat is the limited 
diversity in the populations that have been included in 
most cancer genomics studies132. Most large analyses 

of either germline or somatic determinants of cancer 
have predominantly included populations from west-
ern Europe or North America and, to a lesser extent, 
East Asia. Other populations, including those from 
southern Asia, South America and Africa, are severely 
under- represented in these studies. Notwithstanding 
the efforts to improve diversity in genomics research 
have been undertaken in the past few years (for exam-
ple, the H3Africa initiative)133–135, the disproportionate 
inclusion of populations with a European origin poses 
important limitations to the generalizability of findings 
from one population to another and therefore hampers 
cross- population use of PRSs.

Genomics and prevention: policy considerations
Calls for population testing assume that the uptake and 
use of cancer prevention services would be high enough 
to lead to population- level improvements of cancer out-
comes, including incidence and cancer- specific mor-
tality, at least for the primary targets of breast, ovarian, 
tubal, peritoneal and colorectal cancers. Of note, pro-
grammes of population screening for genetic predis-
position should adopt the WHO criteria136,137. Three key 
aspects should be considered: 1) whether the disease 
risk for mutation carriers is known; 2) the magnitude 
of the health burden posed; and 3) whether effective 
interventions are available. Considering how cancer risk 
prediction and risk- reduction interventions might be 
perceived in different populations and countries is also 
worthwhile. The roles of implementation research are to 
understand factors that can influence the acceptability 
of preventive health care interventions, and to adapt 
and tailor strategies with community- engaged partici-
patory research in order to successfully implement 
evidence- informed guidelines. Herein, we highlight two 
founder mutations, BRCA1/2 (reFs105,138–157) and TP53 
(reFs105,158–160), with high prevalence in Israel, the USA 
and the UK, and in Brazil, respectively (Table 2).

Lessons from two founder populations
BRCA1/2 in Ashkenazi Jewish individuals. Approxi-
mately one in 40 Ashkenazi Jewish individuals carry 
one of three BRCA1/2 founder mutations, which com-
prise >70% of pathogenic mutations in these genes in 
this population142,147. Founder BRCA1/2 mutations are 
present in 30–41% of Ashkenazi Jewish women with  
epithelial ovarian cancer143–146 and ~10% of those 
with invasive breast cancer146,147. In Israel, several studies  
were undertaken before implementing screening for 
founder mutations at the population level72,156. Important 
information gained through these studies includes 
evidence that penetrance is equivalent in carriers iden-
tified in high- risk families and in those identified through 
population screening programmes, demonstration of the 
willingness of the community to participate in such pro-
grammes, availability of adequate health care services to 
counsel and follow carriers as well as their rela tives, and 
favourable cost effectiveness72,157. The general consen-
sus is that risk- reducing bilateral mastectomy105,158 and 
risk- reducing bilateral salpingo- oophorectomy reduce 
the incidence of breast and ovarian cancer and, to some 
degree, breast and ovarian cancer- specific mortality, 
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with a stronger effect (of either surgery) in carriers of 
mutations in BRCA1 than in BRCA2; however, the evi-
dence for overall survival is arguably weak, and appears 
limited primarily to risk- reducing bilateral salpingo- 
oophorectomy for BRCA1 mutation carriers159. With 
these caveats, testing of the Ashkenazi Jewish popula-
tion for the three BRCA1/2 founder mutations can be 
considered to satisfy the WHO criteria for population 
screening for genetic predisposition.

TP53 in southern and southeastern Brazil. In southern 
and southeastern Brazil, an upper middle- income coun-
try, the percentage of individuals in the general popu-
lation who carry a specific founder pathogenic variant 
TP53 c.1010G>A (p.Arg337His) is estimated as 0.3%160. 
This variant was initially detected among children with 
adrenocortical carcinoma and has subsequently been 

associated with Li–Fraumeni and Li–Fraumeni- like 
syndromes. Moreover, among women with breast can-
cer unselected for family history and age at diagnosis, the 
founder mutation prevalence reaches 8.6%, and increases 
to 12% in women diagnosed at or under 45 years of 
age161. TP53 is therefore an important contributor to the 
cancer burden in this region, yet the access to genetic 
testing in the public health care system, on which 70% of 
the Brazilian population depends, is limited. Currently, 
only one Brazilian state (Paraná) provides coverage for 
mutation testing at birth within the state newborn baby- 
screening programme162. Broader genetic testing is not 
covered by public health insurance elsewhere in Brazil, 
although genetic counselling services are available  
in a few centres, mainly in capital cities of the southern 
and southeastern regions. Furthermore, where avail-
able, genetic counselling and cancer risk management 

Table 2 | Two examples of founder mutation testing in different scenarios

aspect BRCA1/2 mutations in ashkenazi 
Jewish individuals

TP53 mutation in several 
Brazilian states

Population Ashkenazi Jewish individuals in Israel, 
UK and USA

General population of southern 
and southeastern Brazil

Founder variants BRCA1 c.68_69delAG[1] (p.Glu23fs)

BRCA1 c.5266dupC (p.Gln1756Profs)

BRCA2 c.5946delT (p.Ser1982fs)140

TP53 c.1010G>A (p.Arg337His)160

Carriers among total population 
(frequency)

2.5%139–141 0.3%160,161

Prevalence in cancer- affected individuals Epithelial ovarian carcinoma: 
31–40%144–146

Invasive breast cancer: 10%146,147

Li–Fraumeni and Li–Fraumeni- like 
syndromes: 8.6% of women with 
breast cancer unselected for family 
history and age at diagnosis, 12% of 
women diagnosed at ≤45 years  
of age161

Equivalent penetrance in high- risk 
individuals versus the general population

Yes147,149–151 Unknown

Community interest in population 
screening

Yes151 Not assessed

Availability of counselling and follow- up 
services

Yes152 No

Effective cascade testing protocol 
implemented

Yes153 No

Favourable cost effectiveness Yes154 Not assessed

Associated disease risk in mutation 
carriers is known

Yes146,149,150 Partially162,185

Disease poses substantial health burden Yes145,148,149 Yes160

Latent or early symptomatic stage is 
recognizable (for example, a suspicious 
breast mass that is palpable or visible on 
mammogram)

Yesa Yesb

Natural history of disease is understood Yesa Yesb

Appropriate test or examination exists (for 
example, screening mammograms and/or 
breast MRI for ‘enhanced screening’ of 
women with BRCA1/2 or TP53 mutations, 
beginning at an early age)

Yesa Yesb

Successful interventions are available 
(for example, risk- reducing mastectomy  
or salpingo- oophorectomy for prevention 
of breast or ovarian cancer, respectively)

Yes105,155,156 Yes160

aFor some BRCA1/2- related cancers, such as breast cancer. bFor some TP53- related cancers, such as breast cancer.
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remain challenging as the spectrum of associated can-
cers and age- related penetrance of the founder variant 
are not fully understood162. Finally, the majority of the 
population in southern and southeastern Brazil remains 
uninformed of this important regional cancer risk fac-
tor, and cost- effectiveness studies on its incorporation 
in routine health care are not yet available. Thus, the 
founder TP53 pathogenic variant in Brazil should be 
regarded as a public health concern, but public health 
policies supported by appropriate resource allocation to 
identify and promote cancer risk reduction in paediatric 
and adult carriers of this founder mutation have not yet 
been developed or implemented.

Cost effectiveness
Cost- effectiveness data are also emerging in support of 
a population- based testing approach over one based on 
family history and/or clinical criteria. Manchanda et al.72 
evaluated the cost effectiveness of population- based 
multigene testing (BRCA1, BRCA2, RAD51C, RAD51D, 
BRIP1 and PALB2) of unselected women in the general 
population, and found an incremental cost- effectiveness 
ratio of £21,599.96 per quality- adjusted life year (QALY) 
or US$54,769.78 per QALY (9.34 or 7.57 days of life 
expectancy gained). Sun et al.74 reported that BRCA1/2 
and PALB2 testing for all unselected women with breast 
cancer from the USA and UK was extremely cost effec-
tive for the respective health care systems, with an 
estimated £10,464 per QALY (payer perspective) or 
£7,216 per QALY (societal perspective) for the UK, and 
US$65,661 per QALY (payer perspective) or US$61,618 
per QALY (societal perspective) for the USA, com-
pared with testing on the basis of family history or other 
clinical criteria.

Cost effectiveness and related economic analyses, 
along with comparative effectiveness research, pro-
vide crucial information for policymakers to consider. 
However, such data cannot exist in a vacuum. Of equal 
importance is our ability to translate technological 
advances and associated scientific findings into action, 
considering competing health care priorities and the 
health care system as a whole. The latter must be ade-
quately resourced, organized and otherwise capable 
of supporting the management of (anticipated) large 
numbers of unaffected individuals at high risk163.

Costs have a key role in health policy making, 
although cost effectiveness is not the same concept as 
affordability. In addition, understanding the health 
care system in which cancer genetics services might be 
introduced is paramount164. Supporting the adoption of 
clinical genetics services for cancer prevention is dif-
ficult in settings where universal access to affordable, 
high- quality health care services (including diagnostic 
imaging and pathology, surgical capacity, robust referral 
mechanisms and trained personnel) are lacking. Zheng 
and colleagues165 reported a high frequency (11–12%) 
of P/LP variants among an unselected population of 
women with breast cancer in Nigeria, making a case for 
population- based testing in that country. In an accom-
panying article164, we suggested that careful considera-
tion was required in aspects including the acceptability 
of services, and the availability, uptake and affordability 

of risk- reduction strategies. In addition, ethical, legal 
and regulatory oversight considerations are needed 
to protect the confidentiality of personal genetic and 
health- related information, and thus prevent genetic 
discrimination in some individuals.

In Brazil, ~20% of women meeting clinical criteria 
for risk of hereditary breast and ovarian cancer carry a 
P/LP variant in BRCA1/2 (reFs166,167), yet cancer genetics 
services are largely unavailable and genetic testing is not 
covered by the public health care system (Sistema Único 
de Saúde (SUS)), which covers 70% of the population168. 
Two studies have examined the cost effectiveness of 
genetic testing for hereditary breast and ovarian cancer 
patients with SUS coverage, and propose that inclusion 
of this technology in this health care system is justified. 
In 2020, Simoes Correa- Galendi et al.169 reported that 
the incremental cost- effectiveness ratio for testing at- risk 
patients for BRCA1/2 mutations, calculated from the SUS 
perspective, is close to the cost- effectiveness threshold 
proposed by the WHO for lower middle- income coun-
tries (LMICs). Before this publication, Ramos et al.170  
showed that genetic testing for BRCA1/2 in high- risk 
patients with SUS coverage was cost effective when 
genetic testing was expanded and prophylactic meas-
ures were adopted for family members (cascade testing). 
The incremental cost- effectiveness ratio was estimated 
at R$908.58 per cancer avoided.

Elsewhere, the Asian BRCA consortium was formed 
in 2011 to bring together regional experts to consider 
how to approach capacity building for the manage-
ment of hereditary breast and ovarian cancers, and to 
collabo rate in related research efforts171. In their first 
report, Nakamura and colleagues171 described the status 
of cancer genetics services in 14 Asian countries, nine of 
which were LMICs at the time of writing. This report 
addresses the status of training programmes for genetic 
counsellors, the availability and accreditation methods 
for research and clinical laboratories, and the adoption 
of relevant national or international guidelines. The 
report concluded that disparities in access to cancer 
genetics services in Asia result from a combination of 
issues relating to human resources, funding and socio-
cultural status. Moreover, they described limitations in 
access to affordable cancer risk- reduction interventions. 
This discussion calls into question the ethics of intro-
ducing cancer genetics services in any setting without 
opportunities to mitigate the (high) cancer risk for 
carriers of P/LP gene variants. Moreover, the authors 
note the lack of regulatory oversight and protection of 
individuals from genetic discrimination as core issues 
to address. These opportunities and challenges for the 
field of clinical genetics have been highlighted more 
broadly elsewhere172.

Bridging the evidence–policy gap
In 2018, the estimated global numbers of new cancer 
diagnoses and cancer- related deaths were 18.1 million 
and 9.6 million, respectively173, 70% of which occurred in 
LMICs. Around 30–50% of these cancers are potentially 
preventable174. For 2030, the prediction is that 24 million 
people will be diagnosed with cancer, equating to a 32% 
increase compared with 2018 (reF.173). The majority of 
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these new patients (and subsequent deaths) will occur 
in LMICs, which are facing rising rates of many other 
chronic, non- communicable diseases, including dia betes 
and cardiovascular disease. In most countries, health 
care systems have not yet been adequately developed 
and supported to address this emergent crisis. In 2019, 
a review of national cancer control plans was under-
taken by representatives of the Union for International 
Cancer Control, the WHO, the NCI and others175. Only 
27 of 157 countries for which data are available (most of 
them HICs) mentioned ‘genetics’ in their national cancer 
plans (Y. Romero, personal communication). In 2015, 
ASCO released a policy statement update with the aim 
of exploring new and emerging technologies in cancer 
genetics and ensuring their optimal deployment in 
oncology practice. Recommendations included quality 
assurance in genetic testing, education of onco logy pro-
fessionals and access to clinical cancer genetic services80. 
These services are growing worldwide, notably in some 
HICs and upper middle- income countries in Latin 
America and Asia171,176–178; however, severe shortages of 
qualified genetics health care providers, such as genetic 
counsellors, occur even in HICs. New models of care 
that take advantage of telemedicine and other semi-
automated strategies for (at least) pre- test genetic coun-
selling, as well as extending genetic services into certain 
clinical settings, such as breast surgery and gynaeco-
logical oncology clinics, can help to address human 

resources shortages129, at least in well- resourced settings. 
Nevertheless, studying the feasibility, acceptability, cost 
effectiveness and other implementation outcomes will be 
important to tailor such strategies and optimize utility in 
different settings and populations.

Conclusions
On average, new scientific discoveries are estimated 
to take as long as 17 years to be translated into clini-
cal practice179. This time frame is sometimes referred 
to as the evidence to policy or ‘know–do’ gap180 in 
public health, and has been called the ‘road less tra-
velled’ in cancer genetics181. Implementation research 
will be especially important to ensure that discoveries 
in cancer genomics can be translated into reductions in 
mortality from (at least some) preventable cancers. 
We propose a conceptual framework for a population 
health equity- informed approach to the translation 
of genomics research to cancer prevention, drawing 
from the work of Trinh- Shevrin and colleagues182 and  
Burke et al.183 (Fig. 2). The knowledge generated from 
translational genetics studies must be integrated with 
the broader, societal understanding of the utility of can-
cer genomics, including its ethical, legal and socioeco-
nomic implications. Once integrated, such information 
can be used to tailor efforts in the development of edu-
cation and training programmes, the implementation 
of clini cal services, and the policies that govern these.  
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risks for common 
cancers of 
actionable 
genetic variants 

Equitable access to cancer 
genetics services across 
populations 
• Genetic counselling and 
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• New risk-reduction 
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Population health
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Fig. 2 | a population health equity framework for the translation of 
genomics research findings into cancer prevention. The first three 
panels depict core elements of cancer genomics translational research, 
including knowledge generation, knowledge integration and information 
dissemination relevant to practices and policies in cancer prevention. 
These panels are not meant to be exhaustive but rather illustrative of each 
point along the continuum of translational research. For example, genetic 
discoveries relevant to a given population should include (at least) the 
attributable risks, the frequency and the penetrance of pathogenic or 
likely pathogenic variants in cancer susceptibility genes. This knowledge 
must then be integrated with the broader, societal understanding of the 
utility of cancer genomics. Furthermore, the processes of knowledge 

integration and information dissemination should include feedback loops 
(depicted as ‘U- turn’ arrows) as health policy and clinical practice 
guidelines must be continuously updated to reflect not only new scientific 
discoveries, but also the real- world situation, which is dynamic. Last, we 
illustrate the potential outcomes of these interventions at the population 
level, in terms of equitable access to health services and effects on 
population health. The outermost layer highlights the importance 
of bidirectional multilateral knowledge exchange between countries of 
varying resource levels, which can be considered in terms of World Bank 
income categories, health care system robustness, status of universal 
health coverage and/or research capacities. DALYS, disability- adjusted 
life years.
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Last, in this framework we illustrate the potential out-
comes of these interventions at the population level, 
which can be seen in terms of equitable access to health 
services and effects on population health. An aspect 
to highlight is the importance of knowledge exchange 
between countries of varying resource levels.

Advances in cancer genomics research are enabling 
a more nuanced understanding of causal factors and 
informing opportunities to reduce the risk of certain 
cancers in some individuals. These discoveries have the 
potential to improve cancer prevention at the population 
level, with caveats that we have discussed in this Review. 
The WHO cautions that while genomics “can contribute 
to improving global health equity”, this purpose can only 
be achieved if the genomic health divide is “kept in check 

and ultimately bridged through equitable economic 
investment, clinical research, and provision and use of 
genomic services and technologies globally” (reF.184). The 
WHO also acknowledges that this process can be accel-
erated through the exchange of information, expertise 
and technologies between HICs and LMICs. Indeed, an 
equity lens must be applied throughout the translational 
research continuum, by ensuring adequate representa-
tion in research studies of all major world populations, 
and ethnic and cultural groups. Diversity and inclusion 
of all who might benefit from such discoveries, as well 
as the researchers who contribute to the scientific and 
policy discourse, must also be assured.
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